PUBLIC NOTICE

Commissioner Jean-Pierre L. Oriol of the Department of Planning and Natural Resources informs the public that the following St. John CZM Committee Public Hearing is scheduled for Tuesday, March 3, 2020 at 5:00 pm in the conference room at the Cleone H. Creque Legislative Complex, Cruz Bay, St. John.

The agenda is as follows:

Decision Meeting
1. Marcus & Patty Johnston Major CZM Permit Application CZJ-1-19(L) (requests permission to construct a multi-family dwelling with parking and a convenience store at Plot No. 13AA Estate Contant)

Please note that this is a Decision Meeting; therefore, public testimony will not be heard.

Public Hearing
1. Lovango Island Holdings, LLP Major CZM Permit Application CZJ-2-20(L) (requests permission to develop Lovango Cay. This development includes a club, restaurant, residences and a hotel on Lovango Cay, St. John, VI. Further, In accordance with the provisions of Act 3284 passed by the Ninth Legislature of the US Virgin Islands and approved by Governor Melvin Evans on August 8, 1972, the hearing will also include a zoning map amendment request to have parcels on Lovango Cay, St. John, VI granted a Planned Area Development for the purpose of a hotel.)

Please note that this is a Public Hearing; therefore, public testimony will be heard.

Further, the Legislature’s dress code will be enforced.
- Ladies are to wear skirts or dresses that are no more than 2 inches above the knees. Shoulders should be covered. Slacks or khakis can be worn.
- NO SHORTS
- Shoes can be open toe sandals, but NO flip flops or beach slippers.
- Men are to wear slacks or khakis with a belt. Polos, button down shirts, or plain T-shirts are acceptable. Shoes should be dress shoes, loafers, clean sneakers.

Jean-Pierre L. Oriol
Commissioner
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